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Abstract 

Recently, 3D simulation technology has been used as a communication tool in public meetings to facilitate public participation in 
planning and design development review. The development of 3D visualization that performs an interactive simulation in the 
Virtual Environment (VE) has grown rapidly and practiced for landscape visualization. VE technology is aimed to create a VE of 
urban landscape and presenting various alternatives of the landscape changes. The simulation of landscape changes is intended to 
perform a decision-making system in public participation. A multimedia application authoring platform has an advantage in the 
design of the graphical user interfaces and supported by a scripting language that can interact with external files. Through the 
integrated development of an interactive visualization and user interface, this application can be utilized to develop a Landscape 
Planning Support System. Eventually, the system is expected to attract public interest and elicit more contributions and input into 
urban planning.  
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1. Introduction 

Indonesia is one of the developing countries that desperately requires expert help and better techniques to create 
and design a city plan more effectively and appropriately. The urban landscape has grown rapidly and uncontrollably, 
especially in developing cities such as Malang. The rapid population growth and technological advances have led to 
a significant change in the urban landscape. The government must be responsive to anticipate urban growth through 
proper urban planning. Further, the community requires delivery of design ideas through the process of public 
participation via a medium that is easily understood by the community (Laing, 2011). Public participation activities 
should be conducted in the initial stages of the planning process and urban design. The earlier and more intensively 
the people are involved in an urban planning project, the more likely the project will succeed (Wu et al., 2010). Hence, 
governments require proper advice and an effective response from the society against any efforts of city spatial 
planning. 

The government appoints architects and urban planners to accommodate the creation of urban spatial spaces that 
can ensure an experience that is comfortable and satisfying for the community. Because the evaluation of the urban 
image is related to the people and environment (Nasar, 1998), it is important to include public participation in the 
urban planning process in order to evaluate and ensure the achievement of a valuable aesthetic experience. 

1.1. 3D computer simulation 

According to Porteous (1996) as cited in Jackson (1959:11), the aesthetic experience is very important for making 
cityscape. Architects and urban planners must be able to accommodate the creation of urban spatial that is able to 
ensuring the creation the experience a comfortable and satisfying for the community. Because of the evaluation of 
urban image is related with people and environment (Nasar, 1998), it is important to conduct a public participation in 
the process of urban planning in order to evaluate and ensure the achievement of a good aesthetic experience. In the 
public participation for urban planning, public requires the delivery of design idea through a medium that is easily 
understood by them (Laing, 2011).  

The advantages of 3D computer simulation for evaluating a variety of visualization tools for public participation 
are interactivity, cost affordability, ability to represent complex contextual data, scale flexibility, capability to analyse 
potential designs, and ease of annotating the planning process (Al-Kodmany,2001). 3D simulation has been used as a 
communication tool in public meetings to facilitate public participation in planning and design development review. 
Through 3D computer simulations allows the public to see the differences in proposed design styles and development 
patterns and allows decision-makers to evaluate the potential impacts of proposed developments.  

Since many high efforts are done by many designers to produce 3D modelling, this shift of perspective faces a new 
problem. Firstly, if the designer uses a very detailed geometry that correspond to the use a lot of polygon, then the 3D 
model data will be so very large and heavy. Secondly, if the designer uses a minimum polygon in order to reduce the 
amount of data, then the 3D modelling result would be far from the real impression. Considering about the approaching 
reality of making 3D simulation using a graphical software, Leavitt (1999) as cited in Kim, stated that the amount of 
geometrical details does not necessarily reflect how much reality the model can actually offer; in fact, rapid and 
inexpensive modelling techniques such as texture mapping and panoramic capturing prove to be successful with the 
generic audience. 

1.2. 3D interactive simulation 

Further, the development of Virtual Environment in planning support systems requires a user interaction to perform 
observation and navigation. Through this activity, the user is expected to be able to freely explore spatial as well as 
spatial assessment. Therefore, it is necessary to initiate developing a 3D interactive simulation system for urban 
planning that can be distributed via the web. 

With respect to the development of interactive 3D simulation, there are many studies that use Virtual Reality (VR). 
Honjo and Lim (2001) studied the visualization of landscape in a garden and introduced an interactive simulation for 
various design scenarios. Koba and Kishimoto (2009) examined desirable building forms and façades in Marunochi. 
Further, several researchers have developed VR systems and user (web) interfaces for building consensus. Kawakami 
and Shen (2006) assisted consensus in public participation by developing a decision support system for district 
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planning in Kanazawa city. Koga et al. (2008) developed a landscape planning support system for public participation 
that also used models as an analog tool. Takiguchi et al. (2009) developed multi-media tools to support town-planning 
workshops. Shen and Kawakami (2010) developed a visualization tool on a multi-user platform to represent design 
alternatives and supplement traditional presentation material for reaching a consensus on townscape designs.  

1.3. Spatial multimedia  

The development of spatial multimedia as a support system in the planning process is one of the recent development 
in design planning activity that associated with the public participation. The use of spatial multimedia system intended 
as a medium of interaction between the planning concepts of the built environment with the community as a user. 
Spatial multimedia system packaged in the web interface design through programming languages. The system 
commonly also supplies 3D modelling data that acts like a virtual world. Through the help of virtual world data, users 
are given the opportunity to conduct spatial exploration to the planning concept. Users or the public as a participant 
should have three spatial knowledge, namely landmark knowledge, route knowledge and survey knowledge, in order 
to make better exploration in the virtual world. That knowledge will provide ease navigation in the virtual 
environment.  

The process of good navigation will provide users the flexibility to explore the views of the virtual space. Certain 
navigation techniques will provide a different perspective to the user. An effective navigation system should be 
performed to provide convenience for users to use, learn and discover spatial orientation. Therefore, the navigation 
system in the creation of interactive user must be built with a good strategy and easy to use. 

2. Methodes  

2.1. Case study 

This study focused on a commercial building streetscape in a historical district, the Kayutangan Street corridor, 
which has been a commercial area in Malang since 1914, during the Dutch colonial period. The urban image of the 
Kayutangan streetscape is a symbiosis of the Nieuwe Bouwen style, with wide sidewalks and trees arranged along the 
street. Overall, it embodies the concept of a Dutch tropical city that has been adopted as the basis for the conservation 
of the Kayutangan area. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Map of Kayutangan Street 
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Recently, the Kayutangan streetscape has gradually degraded in visual quality because of the inability of weak city 
regulations to preserve historical and cultural assets (see Fig. 2). The Kayutangan streetscape had undergone some 
significant changes that include the demolition of some historical buildings, emergence of unbalanced modern 
buildings, narrowing of the sidewalk, covering of original building façades, color changes of building façades, and the 
disorderly abundance of commercial boards along the street. 

  
Fig.2 Comparison of the quality of urban space in part of Kayutangan Street around 1936 with the current conditions 

 
In order to improve the quality of the Kayutangan streetscape, this study develops 3D interactive simulation system 

(3DISS) using multimedia application authoring platform. Through the integrated development of an interactive 
visualization and user interface, this application can be utilized to develop a Landscape Planning Support System. 
Hence, the system is expected to attract public interest and elicit more contributions and input into urban planning.            

2.2. Method of system development 

2.2.1. Concept of 3D visualization 
The 3D visualization concepts consist of six basic 3D modeling construction concepts to guide the development of 

the 3D simulation. Each of the concepts are defined as follows: 
1. Identification of streetscape elements 

Streetscape elements were divided into primary and secondary elements. The primary element is the main 3D object 
for the simulation such as building, sidewalk, billboard, and tree. While the secondary elements are the supporting 
objects of the simulation such as street and sculpture. 

2. Determination of 3D object types 
This concept divides 3D objects into adjustable (non-fixed) and non-adjustable (fixed) objects. The determination 
was based on the targeted object of the simulation. 

3. Geometry optimization  
The geometry was optimized by reducing the number of polygons (polygons with fewer vertices) and constructing 
a single entity for each object. This strategy reduces the file size and affects the access and interaction speed. 
 

4. Texture selection 
Texture types were divided into fixed and non-fixed textures. Fixed textures are permanent texture that cannot be 
changed, while the non-fixed textures are changeable. 
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5. Division of streetscape area 
Because of the complexity as well as the vast area of the simulation, it was necessary to divide the streetscape area 
into two types: the division of the streetscape into public and private zones and the division of the Kayutangan street 
into three zones. 

6. Adjustable variables 
The alteration or adjustments of 3D objects are categorized into three types: the changes in position, height, and 
texture. 

2.2.2. Development of the 3D interactive simulation 
The system development utilized three software applications consisting of 3D modeling software, 3D visualization 

software, and a multimedia application authoring platform. The 3D modeling software was used to produce various 
types of 3D modeling. The 3D visualization software was used to produce a predefined walkthrough animation. Both 
types of data, 3D modeling and animation, were processed using a multimedia application authoring platform (see 
Fig. 7). The multimedia application authoring platform has an advantage in that in the design of the graphical user 
interfaces is supported by a scripting language that can interact with external files. In addition, this application is able 
to work with 3D objects (shockwave 3D) using a scripting 3D language that can import, manipulate, display, and 
interact with 3D objects. The graphical user interface that combined the external data of the passive 3D simulation 
with the 3D interactive simulation formed the prototype system called the Landscape Planning Support System. This 
system can be published as a standalone executable or as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) files on the web. The 
overall types of interaction level and system development process is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Types of interaction level and scheme process of system development 
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3. Result and Discussions 

According to many studies on web applications, user interface design is highly important for successful user 
interaction. Some principles of good user interface design are user compatibility, task compatibility, workflow 
compatibility, consistency, familiarity, and simplicity. The lack of understanding about adequate user interface design 
undermines a user’s desire to interact with a system. The Indonesian language is one part of the culture of 
communication in the Malang community and was used in all of the instructions and user interface information. Thus, 
the system was expected to be more easily understood and operated by users in Malang. 

 
Fig.4 Scheme of user interface design and diagram of interactions 

 
The user interface integrates passive and interactive 3D simulation into a complete prototype application. It was 

designed to be a media solution and communication tool for users. With an appropriate user interface, the system was 
expected to attract public interest and elicit more contributions and input into urban planning. The user interface was 
divided into four primary sections (see Fig. 4) as follows: 
1. Main interface 
 The main interface functions as a gateway to the system that contains introductory information. 
2. User interface of the basic interactive level 
 At the basic level, the user interface is divided into four sections consisting of a 3D simulation panel, guidance map, 
street profile type selection button, and scoring panel (see Fig. 5 left). The 3D simulation panel shows a predefined 
walkthrough animation of the Kayutangan streetscape. This animation was categorized as a passive interaction or 
observation because the user only observes the various simulated types of streetscapes as a movie. On the right panel, 
there are four types of street profile that can be selected and linked to the 3D simulation panel as follows: 

1. Type A: the existing street profile of Kayutangan Street characterized by the presence of a sidewalk, on street 
parking, and street divider. 

2. Type B: the street profile characterized by a setting of the sidewalk, small garden, and on street parking as a 
unified design. 

3. Type C: a street profile characterized by the integration of greenery in the street median. 
4. Type D: a street profile that combines types B and C. 

The guidance map panel gives directions to the streetscape zone position on Kayutangan Street. To evaluate each type 
of streetscape choice, a scoring panel is provided at the bottom into which a user can input a score. The range of scores 
from 1 to 7 indicates agreement to disagreement. 
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Fig.5 User interface of basic and intermediate interactive level 
 
At the intermediate level, the user interface is divided into four sections consisting of a 3D simulation panel, 

interaction guide, selection panel for 3D simulation types, and a scoring panel (see Fig. 5 right). The 3D simulation 
panel presents the virtual environment of the Kayutangan streetscape. This simulation is categorized as an active 
navigation because the user has the opportunity to subjectively observe various simulation types of the Kayutangan 
streetscape. On the right, there is a guide that describes the use of a keyboard and mouse to assist the user’s navigation 
through the 3D simulation. Meanwhile, the selection panels of the 3D simulation types present choices based on the 
four types of street profile. For the evaluation, a scoring panel was also provided at the bottom of the interface. The 
evaluation method was similar to that of the interactive basic level. 

At the advanced interactive level, the user interface is divided into two groups, namely interactive 3D simulation 
in a public zone, and interactive 3D simulation in a private zone. Both simulations are categorized as active interactions 
because the user has the opportunity to visually observe as well as interact with a number elements in the virtual 
environment. 

 

 
 

Fig.6 User interface of advanced interactive level 
 
The user interface of the public zone is divided into six sections consisting of a 3D simulation panel, interaction 

guide, streetscape element control panel, tree height control panel, sidewalk material control panel, and a button to 
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reset or save the model (see Fig. 6 left). The 3D simulation panel presents a virtual Kayutangan streetscape. On the 
right side there is a guide that describes the use of a keyboard and mouse to assist the user’s navigation and how to 
alter streetscape elements using the control panel. Using the control panels, the user can easily hide or show streetscape 
elements, change tree height, or change sidewalk material. 

Meanwhile, the private zone user interface is divided into nine sections consisting of a 3D simulation panel, 
interaction guide, link for editing façade color, building code information, building height control panel, building 
presence control panel, building setback control panel, a button to reset or save the model, and a guidance map (see 
Fig. 6 right). The 3D simulation panel presents the virtual Kayutangan streetscape. Using the control panels, the user 
can easily adjust the building height, presence, and setback as well as the façade color. Especially for the adjustment 
of façade color, there is a separate control panel that links to the other interface. A user can easily set the color on each 
building facade. 

   (1) 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, the contribution of this paper is the development of landscape support system that uses interactive 3D 
visualization for the improvement of the Kayutangan streetscape. The combination of an appropriate user interface 
and interactive 3D simulation by embedding a various types of 3D simulation is a strategy proposed to enhance the 
public interest in landscape planning, especially in Malang, Indonesia. 

The final production of 3d interactive simulation system (3DISS) should be integrated to the web interface. Web 
interface is used as a media solution that is designed for medium communication with users globally. Through the web 
interface, public participation activities is expected to attract more people and bring out more contribution and input 
for urban planning. Furthermore, public participation model via the web is able to engage the public in large numbers 
and the wider area. 
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